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TACTICAL COMBAT, 3000 toSOO B.C.
Armageddon is a simulation of the art of
warfare from the earliest organized armies (c.
3000 BC) to the time that marching in step was
introduced (c.600 BCl. The game presents the
tactics .and possible results of many of the
battles of this period, These battles are shown
as scenarios giving a mix of units which are
played out on sections of the homogeneous
mapsheet to represent the actual terrain (as
much as is known) of the original battlefield.
There are seven different types of infantry
units, two of cavalry and several other units
available in the game; these units are provided
in different quantities for each of the Player's
of a scenario to recreate the historical armies.
The game Armageddon has 14 scenarios,
each of them representing two armies of the
period, and aSSigning them positions on the
map on which the players recreate the historic
battles.
IMPORTANT NOTE:
Players and historians are forewarned that
many of the battles illustrated in Armagf!ddon
have little direct historical substantiatIOn.
There are few surviving records from the
period, and many of the battles and forces are
based on practical assumptions by the SPI
research staff.
General Course of Play
Each scenario of Armageddon is played in
sequenced turns (called Game-Turns) during
which Players move their units on the map and
engage in two types of combat: fire (by missile
units like bowmen) and melee (sword, mace,
spea;, and other contact weaponsl. While
maneuvering, they frequently try to achieve
certain geographic objectives on the map.

movement and combat. An hexagonal grid is
superimposed upon the map to regulate
movement, range and the position of Playing
pieces. In order to make the map lie flat,
back fold the creases, and, optionally, use small
pieces of masking tape at the corners to hold it
taut.
Game Charts and Tables: various visual aids
are provided for the Players to simplify and
illustrate certain game functions. These are the
Combat Results Table (which is used to show
effects of attacks), the Turn Record (to keep
track of elapsed game time), the Terrain
Effects Chart (showing effects of the various
terrain hexes on movement and combat), the
Combat Unit Capability Chart (showing the
effects on the strengths of certain units
attacking other units), and the Range Effects
Chart (detailing the effect on Fire Combat
Strength depending on the rangel.
The Playing Pieces: two differently colored
sets of playing pieces (henceforth known as
units) are supplied. The players are assigned
certain of these units to represent the
opposing armies in each scenario. The playing
pieces are distinguished by type, st~ength and
mobility, as represented by numbers on the
face of the counter. The numbers which are
printed on the face of the counter are always in
the same position for a particular characteristic. On different units, the numbers may
change, but it is still the same basic
arrangement. Note that Fire units have two
additional numbers compared to solely melee
units: Range Allowance and Fire Combat
Strength.
SAMPLE UNIT
Unit type -

GAME EQUIPMENT
The Game Map: the 22" by 28" mapsheet
portrays a typical piece of Near Eastern terrain,
roughly three by four kilometers. The different
terrain features (trees, streams, hills) affect
The rendition of the name "Armageddon" (Megiddo)
in hieroglyphics was provided by Mr. Todd Hackney
Graham of the Egyptian Art Department. the
Metr'opolitan Museum of Art. New York.

abbreviation

Melee Combat
Strength - Front
(offensive and
defensive)
Unit type

Leadership
Combat Bonus

Movement
Control Radius
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SAMPLE LEADER UNIT
Leader type
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Melee Combat Strength -

Range

IB

2 ...¢4
Allowance".t.
(1)

Name

Militia Infantry

abbreviation

MI

Militia Spearmen

MS

Swordsmen

SO

Axemen

AX

Medium Cavalry

MC

Horse Archer

HA

Bowmen

BO

Improved Bowmen

IB

Skirmishers

SK

Chariots

CH

Leader

CM

DEFINITION OF TERMS

The Sequence of Play

"Melee Combat Strength-Front" is the
number quantifying the basic offensive power
of a unit, and its defensive power when
attacked solely to its face. It is expressed in
terms of Strength Points.

THE GAME-TURN:
Armageddon is played in sequenced GameTurns; each Game-Turn is composed of two
Player-Turns. Each Player-Turn is composed of
three phases, which are sometimes further
divided into Segments. Players must strictly
follow the Sequence of Play. The Game-Turn
proceeds as follows:

"Melee Combat Strength-Flank" is the
number quantifying the basic defensive power
of a unit when attacked on its flank, (i.e., not to
its facing.)
Fire Combat Strength is the number quantifying the basic offensive strength of a unit when
firing its range weapons. Note that only a few
units have this ability, and this number appears
solely on those that do.
The Facing Symbol orients the unit in its
directional positioning on the hex grid, i.e., it
shows where the unit is "faced."
Range Allowance. is the number of hexes
through which a fire unit may apply its Fire
Combat Strength, subject to certain restrictions.
Movement Allowance: the Movement Allowance for each unit is the basic number of hexes
it can move during each Friendly Movement
Phase. It is composed of Movement Points.
Thus a unit with a Movement Allowance of
"6" can expend six Movement Points during
its Friendly Movement Phase.
Game-Turns: each complete turn of the game
is called a Game-Turn. Each Game-Turn is
composed of two Player- Turns. Each Player
follows a three-phase procedure during his
Player-Turn.
Movement Control Radius is the number of
hexes from the location of a Leader unit that
the unit is able to influence Friendly unit
movement (see Leader rules). If a Leader has a
"0" Movement Control Radius, it only
influences units in the same hex; if it has a "1"
Movement Control Radius it influences units in
the same hex and adjacent hexes, etc.
Leadership Combat Bonus is the number of
Melee Strength Points that a Leader unit is
potentially capable of adding to the offensive
or defensive Melee Strength of Friendly units
with which it is stacked (see Leader rules).
Unit Type is the pictorial symbol identifying
what sort of unit a given counter represents.
This is restated in the unit type abbreviation
found on each counter.

GAME EQUIPMENT INVENTORY
A complete game of Armageddon should
include the following parts:
One Game Map
One set of Game Rules
One set of die-cut counters (255' pieces)
If any of these parts are missing or damaged,
write:
Simulations Publications, Inc.
44 East 23rd Street,
New York, N.Y. 10010

NECESSARY EQUIPMENT NOT SUPPLIED
WITH THE GAME
In order to Play Armageddon, Players will nee
a single die. Dice can be purchased in most
variety stores, or can be scavenged from old
games. Alternatively, dice may be purchased
from SPI at a cost of $1.00 for twenty.

PROCEDURE:
As a unit moves, it may only enter one of the
three hexes that are to its front; after it enters
that hex, its facing is reoriented so that the
center, front hex-side of the facing is the hexside 1800 opposite the side entered through.
EXAMP.LE

1. FIRST PLA YER- TURN; the First Player is
designated by the individual scenario. The
Player whose turn is in progress is termed the
Phasing Player.
A. Fire Combat Phase: the First (Phasing)
Player allocates and executes the Fire attacks
against Enemy units within the fire units'
Range Allowance.
B. Movement Phase: the Phasing Player may
move all of his. units up to the limits of the
units' Movement Allowance, within the
restrictions of the Movement and Leader
Rules. As Enemy fire units are moved adjacent
to, they may fire at the moving units (see Fire
Combat, Case J).
C. Melee Combat Phase. The Phasing Player
allocates and executes all melee attacks
against adjacent Enemy units, according to the
rules for Melee Combat.

2. SECOND PLA YER- TURN
The Second Player follows the exact same
sequence and procedures as the First Player,
using his own units and assuming the role of
Phasing Player.
3. TURN RECORD.
One of the Players advances the Game-Turn
marker on the Turn Record one grade to
indicate that one Game-Turn has been
completed.

FACING
GENERAL RULE:
All units have a "face," that is, they have a
particular side of the counter which is their
front (three hex-sides), as indicated by the
facing symbol on each counter. The non-front
hex-sides are referred to as the "Flank" of the
unit. This reflects the battle formation
orientation of the particular group on men that
the counter represents.

A unit may only attack Enemy units in hexes
which it fronts upon. A unit may only use its
Melee Strength-Front for defense if attacked
solely from Front hexes; if it is attacked in part
or whole through Flank hex-sides, it uses its
Melee Strength-Flank. Obviously it is extremely
important for Players to pay close attention to
their units' facing.
CASES:
(A) Although units may only move into their
Front hexes, they maY at any time change their
facing within a single hex up to 1800 by
expending one Movement Point.
(B) Units stacked together in the same hex
need not be faced in the same manner.
(C) Units found to be ambiguously faced after
the Movement Phase may be adjusted by the
Enemy Player to one of the two hex-sides.

MOVEMENT
GENERAL RULE:
During the Movement Phases of a Player's
turn, the Player may move as many or as few
of his units as he wishes. Each unit may be
moved as many hexes as desired within the
limits of its Movement Allowance, the Terrain
Effects Chart, and the Zone of Control Rules.
PROCEDURE:
Move each unit individually, tracing the path of
its movement through the haxagonal grid.
CASES:
(A) Movement is calculated in terms of
hexagons. Basically, each unit expends one
Movement Point of its total Movement (point)
Allowance for each hex entered. To enter
some types of hexes, more than one
Movement Point is expended. See the
Movement section of the Terrain Effects Chart
for a full list of these different "entry costs."
(8) In any given Movement Phase of a PlayerTurn, the Player may move all, some or none of
his units. Movement is never required; it is
always voluntary.
(C) Units are moved individually, in any direction or combination of directions. A unit may
be moved as many or as few hexes as the
owning-Player desires, as long as its Movement Allowance is not exceeded in a single
Movement Phase. Unused Movement points
however, may not be accumulated from Phase
to Phase, or transferred from unit to unit.
(0) No Enemy movement is permitted during
a Player's Movement Phase.

(E) No combat (Enemy or Friendly) may take
place during a Movement Phase (Exception:
see Fire Combat, Case J).
(F) Units may never enter or pass through a
hex containing Enemy units.
(G) In a given Movement Phase, once a unit
has been moved and the Player's hand withdrawn from the piece it may not be moved
again nor may it re-trace and change its move.
(H) Units may move over different types of
terrain-hexes in the same Movement Phase as
long as they have enough Movement points to
expend as they enter each hex.
(J) Each unit is moved separately, to the full
extent desired, within the limits placed on it by
its Movement Allowance and other inhibiting
factors. Units may be moved only once each
Movement Phase.
(K) Units may always move through a hex
containing Friendly units. Stacking limitations
apply only at the end of the Movement Phase,
not during.
(L) As units move into anyone of the th~ee
hexes adjacent to the face of Enemy fire units,
they must immediately cease movement and
may move no further in that Movement Phase.
In the following Friendly Movement Phase,
they may leave that hex, but must again cease
movement if they enter another hex adjacent
to the face of an Enemy Fire Unit. The moving
units may be subject to Enemy fire in their
Friendly Movement Phase (see Combat, case
J).

MELEE COMBAT
GENERAL RULE
Melee combat takes place during the Melee
Combat Phase of a Player's Turn . The phasing
Player is considered to be the Attacker and the
non-phasing Player to be the Defender
(regardless of their overall scenario position). A
unit may only melee attack Enemy units
which are in one of the three hexes to its front.
Attacker

Defender

ISJ~

PROCEDURE:

During his Melee Combat Phase, the Phasing
Player first allocates all the units that he wishes
to attack, indicating the Enemy occupied
hexes that will be attacked and which of his
units will attack them. Then each separate
combat action is resolved in turn, in any order
the attacking Player wishes. Combat is
resolved by totalling the Melee StrengthsFront of the attacking units, and comparing
this to the total of the appropriate Melee
Strengths (Flank or Front) of the Defender.
This comparison is expressed as a ratio of
Attacker's Strength to Defender's Strength;
this is simplified to one of the Combat Odds on
the Combat Results Table. The die is rolled and
this number is cross-referenced with the
appropriate Combat Odds column to achieve a
combat result. Each combat result is fully
applied before initiating another combat
action .

CASES:
(AI No unit may participate in more than one
attack per Combat Phase. No unit may be the
object of more than one attack per Combat
Phase.
(8) Friendly units in different hexes, adjacent
to the same defending hex, may participate in
a combined attack against that hex. In such a
case, combine all the Melee Strength Points of
the attacking units into one total Strength
value. An Enemy occupied hex may be
attacked by as many units as can be brought to
bear. Conceivably, as many as six stacks of
units could participate in an attack upon a
single Enemy occupied hex.
(C) Friendly units stacked in the same hex
must be treated as one combined defensive
Melee Strength vakJe when subjected to an
attack.
(0) Not every unit in a stack need participate
in the same attack upon the same defending
hex, even if one of the units is attacking; the
other units may engage in other combats, or
none at all.
(E) A unit (or units) in a single hex may
execute an attack against Enemy units located
in two or more adjacent hexes. In such a case,
the Enemy units must be treated as one
combined Strength.
(F) Units may never split their Melee Strength
and use it in two or more attacks in the same
Combat Phase. The Melee Strength of a unit
may never be split or attacked in piecemeal
fashion. All Melee Strengths must be used as
integral quantities.
(G) Attacks may be resolved in any order that
the Attacker desires. The result of each attack
must be applied immediately, as the attack is
executed.
(HI Combat Odds are rounded off in favor of
the defender to comform to the ratios given on
the Combat Results Table. For example, an
attack of 26 Melee Points against 9 Melee
Points would be rounded off to a "2 to '" odds
situation.
(J) Melee attacking units stacked together
and participating in an attack through the
same hex-side must all be of the same unit
type, with the exception of Skirmisher units,
which may be stacked with other units and join
in their melee attacks through the same hexside. (See also Stacking.)

(K) All Defending units on the same hex are
totalled into one combined Melee Strength. If
units defending against melee attacks are
stacked in such a fashion that they are faced in
different directions, and attacked from more
than one hex in such a way that some of the
defending units are being attacked on their
flank hex-sides, and some on their front, the
attack is nevertheless treated as one undivided
combat action. Simply total the Melee Combat
Strength-Front of units being attacked solely
through their Front hex-sides, and the Melee
Strength Flank for those units being attacked
through their Flank hex-sides . If a unit is being
attacked both through a front and a Flank
hex-side, use the Melee Strength-Flank. In all
cases, all units in a hex which is being attacked
must all defend.
(L) See the Terrain Effects Chart and Combat
Unit Capability Chart for Melee Combat
Strength variations.
(M) Certain units have a Melee Combat
Strength-Frontal which is enclosed in parentheses. These units may not engage in

offensive melee combat, and are considered to
have a defensive Melee Strength of "0"
when stacked with a non-parenthetical unit.
The parenthetical Strength is only used when
one or more of these units are in a hex alone'
the Strength of each of these units is the~
considered to be "'."
(N) Militia Spearmen and Militia Infantry units
(or stacks containing anyone of these units)
defending against a melee combat when on a
slope hex are not affected by any form of "disruption" combat result. All other combat
results do affect those units.

FIRE COMBAT
GENERAL RULE:
Players engage in fire combat during the
Friendly Fire Combat Phase, and sometimes
during the Enemy Movement Phase. The
Phasing Player is considered to be the
attacker, and the non-phasing Player is
considered to be the defender. In fire attacks
the target hex must be included in the '20 0
field of fire (see Range Diagram).

PROCEDURE:

During the Fire Combat Phase, the phasing
Player first allocates his fire units to attack
Enemy occupied hexes. After all attacks have
been allocated, each attack is resolved by
comparing the total of all the attacking units'
Fire Combat Strength (adjusted by the Range
Effects Chart) to the Fire Protection Strength
(given on the Terrain Effects Chart) of the hex
the defending units are in. This comparison is
stated as a ratio. The procedure from this point
is the same as Melee Combat procedure for
combat resolution.
CASES:
(AI Fire units may not engage in offensive
melee combat in the same Friendly Player-Turn
as having fired. They may move.
·(S) Fire units may not engage in Fire Combat
in consecutive Player-Turns whether Enemy
or Friendly. Thus a fire unit engaging in fire
combat in its own Friendly Player-Turn may
not engage in defensive fire in the Enemy
Player-.Turn (~ee Ca~.e .J).
(C) Missile units may only fire at Enemy units
within the number of hexes of th~ir Range
Allowance, and within their Field of Fire to
~heir facing .
(01 There is no limit to the number of fire units
that may fire into a given hex. Different fire
uni~s may attack the same hex, even if they are
at .different firing ranges, of different unit
types, or are in different hexes. Each unit's
Fire Combat Strength must simply be adjusted
for the effects of its firing range; see the Range
Effects Chart.
(E) The number of units, or the facing of units,
in an attacked hex has no effect. on the
Strength with which that hex defends against
a fire attack.

(F) A single fire unit may never attack more
than a single hex, nor may its Fire Combat
Strength be split; it is an integral whole.
(G) Missile units may not fire through any
occupied hex, village hexes, crest hex-sides, or
woods hexes to reach a given target hex,
unless they fire from a slope hex. They may fire
into these hexes, simply not through them. To
determine what a unit is tiring through, lay a
straight edge from the center of the firing
unit's hex to the center of the target hex.
Along this straight edge is the path of fire. If
any portion of this line passes through the
above-mentioned obstructions, the units may
not fire. If a hex-side which has an obstruction
in one adjacent hex, and none in the other, is
bisected along its length by this path of fire,
fire is not blocked.

RANGE EFFECTS CHART
Fire Strength at
Normal
Fire
Firing Range
Unit Type
Strength
4
2
3
1
Horse Archers
Bowmen
Imp. Bowmen
Light Troops

1
2
2
1

1
2
2
1

%
1
2
%

1

1

As each unit fires, this table is consulted, and
the unit type and firing range are crossreferenced. The resulting number is the unit's
effective Fire Attack Strength at that range.
The dash (-) indicates that the firing range
reference exceeds the unit's Range Allowance.
A handy reference to avoid consulting the
chart is that attacks in the outer half of each
unit's Range Allowance are made at halfstrength.

(H) Fire units may not fire from river hexes.
Their Fire Combat Strength is halved when
attacking uphill; and one he.x is added to their
Range Allowar"lce when they are firing
downhill. When firing from a slope hex, all
obstructions may be ignored.
DEFENSIVE FIRE
During the Enemy Movement Phase, as Enemy
units move adjacent to any of the three hexes
to the front of Friendly Fire units, these Fire
units may fire (at their option) against the
mOVing units. The attack is resolved immediately as the unit enters the hex, and movement
of that unit ceases. These fire units may not
fire again in that Enemy Movement Phase, nor
may they fire in the ensuing Friendly
Player-Turn (see Case B)' The fire attack is
resolved in the same fashion as during the
Friendly Fire Combat Phase. More than one
unit, and units in more than one hex, may fire,
as long as all the firing units have just been
moved adjacent to. This defensive fire may not
be used against units which begin adjacent to
a fire unit, only againSt hexes with entering
units.
(J)

(K) In all fire combat, if any combat results are
achieved, all units in the affected hex receive
that result.

c
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COMBAT RESULTS TABLE
Combat Odds (Attacker to Defender)
1 to 2 1 to 1 2 to 1 3to 1 4to 1 5to 1 6to 1 7to 1 ato 1
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1

-

-

-

-

D

D

D

%E

E

1

2

-

-

-

-

D

D

%E

%E

E

2

3

-

-

D

D

D

D

%E

E

E

3

4

-

D

D

D

%E

%E

E

E

E

4

5

-

D

D

%E

%E

E

E

E

E

5

6

D

D

D

%E

E

E

E

E

E

6

7

D

D

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

7

Explanation of Combat Results:
Odds less than 1 to 2 are not permitted; odds
greater than 8 to 1 are treated as 8 to 1.
Results only affect defending units.
D = disruption; the affected units are
"tagged" by the placement of an appropriate
Disruption Marker. If result is due to melee
combat, the affected units are retreated their
full Movement Allowance. See Effects of Disruption. and How to retreat.

~ E = half-eliminated; one-half of the units
attacked are eliminated (Defender's choice of
units). and the remainder are disrupted (see
Disruption). If there are odd number of units
defending, the majority of units would be
eliminated. Do not count Leader units when
calculating "half" of a stack.

E = fully eliminated; all of the units attacked
are eliminated; remove from the map.
EFFECTS OF DISRUPTION.
Units which are disrupted may not initiate any
combat, nor may they be moved for the
duration of their disruption. Disruption never
affects Leader units (see Leader rules). When
disrupted units (or a stack containing disrupted
and normal-state units) are attacked by fire or
melee, the Attacker adds "one" to his die roll
number before resolving the attack.
Units may be disrupted during anyone of the
three phases: the Enemy Fire Combat Phase,

the Enemy Melee Combat Phase, or the
Friendly Movement Phase (due to Enemy
defensive fire). At the end of the next same
phase in the next same Player's Turn, the
disrupted units become automatically nondisrupted (returned to normal), and the
disruption marker is removed.
Units which are disrupted again while already
in a disrupted state are eliminated.
How to Retreat
Units must retreat when they receive a Disruption result due to melee combat. When retreating, units may not pass through Crest hexsides, or the Front hexes of Eneniy Fire units.
They must end their retreat as far away from
any Enemy unit as possible, and must be the
number of hexes of its Movement Allowance
away from its beginning position, i.e., the
unit(s) may not move through the same hexes
or move in circles, etc. Within these
restrictions, the owning Player always retreats
his own' units. Units which may not be
retreated without violating these restrictions
are eliminated (removed from the map). If
Disrupted retreating units pass through other
Friendly units when retreating, these other
Friendly units are also disrupted, although they
do not retreat. If disrupted units pass through
already disrupted Friendly units, the units
being passed through do not suffer elimination
due to this second disruption.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

COMBAT UNIT CAPABILITY CHART
It should be obvious that different units will not
always have the same abilities ("Strength")
against all other types of units. As such, it is
often.necessary to modify certain units' Melee
Combat Strength for the defense when
attacked by other types of units. The attacking
units should be cross-referenced with the type
of defending units, and the indicated modification of Melee Combat Strength for the
defense applied to the affected unit.
'E ffect on unit's Melee Strength for defense
when attacked:
Defender
Category
MS,MI
AX, SO

Attacker Category

MS, MI
Normal
Normal

AX, SO
Halved
Normal

MC
Doubled
Halved

All other combats and mixtures of units are
treated as normal. Ignore the presence for
melee combat of any fire units and leader units
when using this chart, including Light Troop
units.
In the case of more than one type of unit
attacking, all benefits are given to the
Attacker. Thus if a stack of two Militia
Spearmen and one Light Troops unit were
being attacked by a Swordsmen unit and a
Medium Cavalry unit, the Melee Strength
values of the Militia Spearmen units only
would be halved in its defense.

STACKING
(more than one unit per hex)
GENERAL RULE

At the end of a Player's Movement Phase, he'
may have no more than three units in a single
hex. At any other point during the Game-Turn,
the Player ignores these stacking restrictions.
CASES:
(A) Leader units are not counted for stacking
purposes; a Player may thus have as many
leader counters in a single hex as desired, in
addition to three Friendly units at the end of
the Movement Phase.
(B) Units in a stack must be individually faced;
each unit may face in the same direction, or
different directions.
(C) Units which are stacked in the same hex
must be of the same identical unit type, except
for fire units, leader units, and chariots. Thus a
Militia Infantry and Militia Spearmen unit may
not be in the same hex at the end of a Friendly
Movement Phase. However;any fire unit 'may
be stacked with any other unit.
(D) At the end of any given Movement Phase,
there may not be more than one Chariot unit in
a hex.
(E) A Chariot unit in a hex prohibits any other
non-leader unit from being in that hex except
for passenger units riding the chariot (see
Chariot rules).
(F) Information counters do not count for
stacking purposes; they are ignored .

(B) Units may embark solely onto Friendly
Chariot units. Players may not in any way
"capture" Enemy chariot units.
(C) Only one unit may be embarked on a
single chariot unit at anyone time. For these
purposes, leader units are not counted, i.e.,
leaders units may be carried by chariots freely
in addition to any other single unit.
(D) In order to gain the combat odds bonus
outlined in Case A, units embarked on chariots
must "charge" (move in a straight line; see
Diagram) for at least four consecutive hexes
and end movement in the last of these
consecutively travelled hexes. Units may ride
away from the Enemy units in order to gain
room to charge. The required four hexes may
only be "Clear terrain hexes" (see the Terrain
Effects Chart). However attacks may be
directed into non-clear terrain .hexes. Charges
may not be made through occupied hexes,
even if they are clear terrain.

(~
CHARIOTS

(1)

GENERAL RULE

Chariots are basically vehicle units that can be
used by certain other units to increase their
Movement Allowance and augment their
combat effectiveness for the attack.
PROCEDURE:
To embark on a chariot unit, units must begin
their Friendly Movement Phase adjacent to the
chariot unit. They may then be placed in the
same hex under the chariot unit, without
expending any Movement Points and before
any movement occurs. At the end of any
Friendly Movement Phase, units may debark
from Chariot units by merely being placed in
any non-Enemy occupied hex adjacent to the
Chariot unit. Units may embark and debark in
the same Movement Phase.

(E) Chariots must cease movement as soon as
they enter a stream hex, regardless of how
many Movement Points have been expended
to that point. They may move no further in that
Movement Phase, and regain normal movement in the following Friendly Movement
Phase.
(F) At the end of a given Friendly Movement
Phase, Chariot units may not be stacked with
any other units, except any units that are
embarked on the chariot, or leader tJnits .
(G) Chariot units may never move across
crest hex-sides.

CASES:

(A) Units embarked on Chariots have their
melee attacking effectiveness augmented.
Chariots give no advantage to fire attacks.
When melee attacking, the combat odds are
computed in a normal fashion, and then the
given odds column is shifted two columns to
the right; the second column is actually used
for resolving combat. Thus a melee attack by
an Axemen unit on a chariot against a
Swordsmen unit, ordinarily a 3 to 4, simplified
to a 1 to 2 combat odds, would be treated as a
2 to 1 combat odds situation in rE;lsolving the
combat. A 2 to 1 combat odds situation would
be resolved as a 4 to 1, etc.

LEADERS
GENERAL RULE:
There are six types of leaders in Armageddon,
divided into two categories: civilian and
military. The civilian leaders are those labelled
"A" and "B"; these leaders influence Friendly
units' movement, but not their combat. The
military leaders are labelled "C", "0", "E" and
"F"; they influence both movement and
combat of Friendly units. Leaders have two
characteristics - Movement Control Radius
and Leadership Combat Bonus (see Definition
of Terms).

PROCEDURE:
Units which begin their Friendly Movement
Phase within the Movement Control Radius of
a Friendly leader unit may move normally with
their full Movement Allowance. Units which do
not begin their Movement Phase within the
Movement Control Radius of a Friendly leader
unit may only use one-half their normal
Movement Allowance (rounding fractions
downward).
A unit (or stack of units) which is in the same
hex as a Friendly leader unit, and engaged in
melee combat, receives additional Strength
Points equal to the Leadership Combat Bonus,
but not exceeding the basic applicable Melee
Strength of the unit after adjusting for terrain
effects and the Combat Unit Capability Chart.
CASES:

(A) When leaders are in a hex suffering any
combat result from fire attacks, the result is
not applied to the leader; it is treated as a "No
Effect." All results are treated as a "No Effect"
against the leader unit only. All other units in
the hex suffer the combat result normally.
(B) When a leader unit receives a combat
result of "disruption" or "elimination" due to
melee combat, this result is not applied; rather
the affected leader unit is replaced by a less
effective leader unit of the same category. The
affected leader u nit(s)
is replaced with a
leader unit one grade lower. Thus an "F"
leader unit suffering a "disruption" result due
to melee combat would be replaced with an
"E" leader. Leader units may not be reduced in
this manner below the lowest grade of leader
' within each category: "A" for civilians, "C" for
military. If an" A" or "C" leader unit receives a
disruption or elimination combat result due to
melee combat, that unit is permanently
removed from the map and is not replaced.
(C) Units which begin their Movement Phase
within a leader's Movement Control Radius
may move out of this control during their
movement. Being in more than one leader's
Movement Control Radius yields no additional
movement bonus.
(0) To gain the Leadership Combat Bonus,
units must be stacked with the leader unit at
the instant of combat. If there is more than one
leader unit in a hex, all the leaders may add
their bonus to the other units' Melee Strength.
(E) The Leadership Combat Bonus applies to
units in melee combat only, and applies both to
offensive and defensive combat situations.

HOW TO SET UP AND
PLAY THE GAME
The Players should select which scenario they
wish to play, and determine who is to be the
first player. It is suggested that one Player
select a scenario to be played, and the other
choose which side he wishes to be.
The Players then sort out the units given by the
scenario and place them on the map in
accordance with the deployment instructions
(see How To Use The ScenariOS)' Play
commences according to the Sequence of
Play. At the completion of the final Game-Turn
as indicated in the scenario, the Players
evaluate their performance in light of the
Victory Conditions.

HOW TO USE THE SCENARIOS
Each scenario gives the necessary information
to set up, play and evaluate victory in the
game. The information is provided in the
following order:
Name of the Battle, and date (c. means
approximately).
Players, and their strengths. The units are
identified by their abbreviations, except for
their leader units. Leader units are shown as
the number of that unit, and the leader type.
Thus "3A" means three leader units of the
type "A." "Romans: 9MI, 6MS, 3C" would
translate as the Roman Player receiving nine
Militia Infantry, six Militia Spearmen, and three
Leader type "C" units.
On the same line as giving the forces, the
Players are assigned a coded hex on the map
around which they must deploy, within a
certain radius of hexes. "Deploy, C-6" would
translate as that Player having to set up all of
his units within six hexes of the hex on the map
labelled "C." In some scenarios a Player

receives more than one deployment location;
he may deploy all· of his forces around either
hex, dividing them ·as he wishes.
Also on the same line as the forces is given the
information as to which Player deploys his
forces first, and moves first. This only given for
the "First Player"; when not mentioned, this
indicates that Player is the Second Player.
The first side listed in each scenario always
uses the Blue colored counters; the second
Player listed always uses the Gold colored
counters.
After giving the Player's forces. deployment
instructions, and designating the First Player,
the game length is specified. Then the
requirements for victory are specified; usually
victory is achieved by one Player attaining a
certain geographic objective, while the other
Player wins by avoiding these conditions.
Generally, occupying (or having been the last
to occupy) a specific letter-coded hex will
award victory to one Player or another.

ARMAGEDDON: Design Credits
Game Design: Stephen B. Patrick and
John M . Young
Physical Systems Design and Graphics:
Redmond A. Simonsen .
Game Development and Rules: John M. Young
Production: Redmond A. Simonsen,
Manfred M. Milkuhn, and Daniel E. Goodman.

Following all this information are detailed any
Special Rules, i.e., any rules which are used
solely for this scenario. Finally, the Historical
Not.es put the entire situation in perspective as
to the historical background and results, as
well as specifying the tactical objectives in this
particular battle.
There are three types of scenarios shown in
Armageddon. The first scenario is a Basic
Scenario, which absolves the Players from
using the Leader rules, and basically acquaints
them in a somewhat small simple scenario with.
the basic mechanics of playing the game.
Following these are the Game Player's,
scenarios, which are the best balanced·
(evenly-matched) scenarios that were developed during the design of Armageddon . After
these are the Historian's scenarios, situations
which are not very well balanced from a
playing point of view, but which were thought
to be historically interesting, and therefore
included. In each type of scenario, they are
arranged chronologically.
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;:flE SCENARIOS
The Basic Scenario ROME (753 BC)
Romans: 9MI, 6MS, 3AX, 4SK. Deploy, 0-3.
Deploy first, move first.
Sabines: 6MS, 7AX,2BO Deploy, H-3.

Game Length: 10 Game-Turns.
Victory: Control of area "0" by the end of
Game-Turn 10.

Special Rules:
(a) Players should ignore all slope hexes and
crest hexsides on the mapsheet.
(b) Players may ignore' the leader rules; all
units may freely move their full Movement
Allowance.
Historical Notes: Rome was traditionally
founded by a band of rude farm boys, cutthroats, shepherds aod other such undesirables. In fact, they were so undesirable that no
one would marry them. Romulus, i753-716
BC according to legend), their king, therefore
engineered a massive kidnapping expedition
known to history as "The Rape of the Sabine
Women." Not without reason the Sabine men
objected and a war ensued, supposedly ended
by the intervention of the erstwhile Sabine,
now Roman, women who pointed out that
whoever won they would lose, either their
fathers and brothers or their new-found
"husbands." This scenario is purely conjectured and is designed primarily to introduce the
techniques of play and to allow us to write
some interesting historical notes.

Game Player's Scenarios
The Delta (c. 1675 Be)
Egyptians: 16MI, SAX, 61B, 4SK, 2A, 2B, 10:
Deploy, G5 andlor J-5.
Hyksos: 6MI, 6MS, 12AX, 2BO, 10CH, 3C, 20,
1E: Deploy, P,-4. Deploy first, move first.

Game Length: 10 Game-Turns.
Victory: Control of hex "K" by the end of
Game-Turn 10.

Historical Notes: The Hyksos domination of
Egypt began during the Seventeenth Century
BC. Bringing horses and chariots with them,
the Hyksos managed to overwhelm less mobile
Egyptian forc!,!s time after time. This scenario
illustrates a hypothetlcl!l battle fought between
the Hyksos and rebellious Egyptians somewhere in the Delta region on the edge of the
desert. The Hyksos army is attempting to
capture the oasis before nightfall, after a long
desert march.

Babylon (1595 Be)
Hittites: 10MS, SAX, 480, 4SK, 10CH, 3C, 20.

Hittites: 12MS, 12AX, 4B'O, 41B, 6SK, 10CH,
3C, 3D, 1E. Deploy, may enter on any GameTurn, with any part of their force beginning
with their first Player-Turn, from the West,
North or East edge of the map sheet and may
continue to bring on the remaining force (if
any) on subsequent Game-Turns. M9ve first.
Game Length: 15 Game-Turns.
Victory: The Hittites must destroy 25 or more
Egyptian units, while losing 15 or fewer of their
own, by the end of Game-Turn 15.
Historical Notes: Ramses II of Egypt (1299 1224 BC) made several attempts to conquer
Syria. In one of these he WitS surprised near
the city of Kadesh by an army of about 20,000
Hittites under King Metella (1306 - 1282 BC).
The Egyptian army, also of about 20,000 men,
was strung out considerably, and the two
leading divisions were hard pressed when,
primarily as a result of good luck, some
additional Egyptian troops came up and some
Syrian allied troops as well. The battle ended in
a draw, but Ramses managed to convince
Egypt that he'd won a smashing victory and
put up monuments telling of his heroic deeds.
This is one of the very few battles for which we
have any information and the scenario more or
less follows what we know rather closely.
Sinai (c. 1225 Be)
Egyptians: 6MI, 4MS, 4AX, 41B, 2SK, 6CH, 4A,
3B, 1C. Deploy, A-3.
"Sea Peoples": BMS, 4AX, 2SD, 2BO, 4SK,
3C, 20, 1E. Deploy, C-3, Deploy first, move
first.

Game Length: 12 Game-Turns.
Victory: Control of hex "E" by the end of
Game-Turn 12.

Historical Notes: The "Sea Peoples/, probably
of Indo-European orlgin~ made several
descents on Egypt during the latter portion of
the Thirteenth Century BC but were successfully kept at bay by Pharaoh Ramses II and his
son Merneptah (1224-1214 BC). A major
battle was fought by Merneptah on the coast
of the Sinai during which the "Sea People"
Were defeated in an attempt to invade Egypt
from Palestine. Historically, the Philistines, an,d
perhaps Homer's Achaeans, were "Sea
Peoples." In this scenario the two armies are
contending for control of a vital oasis.
Qarqar (854 Be)
Assyrians: 12MS, 4AX, 2SD, 6HA, 31B, 10CH,
3D, 2E. Deploy, C-3. Deploy first, move first.

Allies: 14MI, 6MS, 10AX, 6BO, 6SK, 10CH, 6C,
3D. Deploy, 0-3.

Deploy, P-4. Deploy first, move first.

Game Length: 15 Game-Turns.
Victory: Control of hex "E" by the end of

Babylonians: 16MI, 4MS, 4AX, 4MC, 4BO,

GAme-Turn 15.

SCH, 3A, 1D. Deploy, L-5.

Historical Notes: With the threat of imminent
conquest by the Assyrians staring them in the
face, the Kingdoms of Israel, Ammon, and
Damascus put aside their petty differences and
joined together to oppose a strong Assyrian
army which had begun the conquest of Syria.
At Qarqar the Allied forces met the Assyrians
and were overwhelmed; but troubles had
sprung up in other parts of the Assyrian Empire
and the Assyrians, rather than complete the
conquest of Syria and Palestine, marched
home. They did not finally subdue all of Syria
and Palestine until nearly a century later,
although they had large parts within five years.

Game Length: 15 Game-Turns.
Victory: The Hittites must eliminate twice as
many Babylonian units as they themselves lose
by the end of Game ,- Turn 15, with a minimum
of twelve Babylonian units being eliminated.

Special Rules: Babylonian chariots have a
MovementAliowanceof 6. Hittite chariots have
a Movement Allowance of 10.

Historical Notes: In 1595 BC Musilis I of Hatti
(1620 - 1590 BC) raided into Syria and
Mesopotamia, sacking Aleppo, Mari and
Babylon itself. Just as swiftly as he had come,
he then turned around and returned, home,
leaving Babylon a powerless city. From the
......:,............... ,,' k:... ,.."""".. Io.ot ;0 000.""0 nLool" that

Tabal (706 Be)

Lydians: 12MS, 12AX, 6SD, 2MC, 4BO, 4SK,
4CH, 3D, 1E. Deploy, CoS.
Game Length: 20 Game-Turns.
Victory: The Lydians must prevent the
Persians from having any units south of the
stream, and must control hex "E" by the end
of Game-Turn 20. The Persians must control
hexes "A" and "E" by the end of Game-Turn
20. If neither condition prevails, the result is a
draw.

Historical Notes: Croesus of Lydia (660 - 546
BC), with some help, invaded Persia in
response to an ambiguous oracle ("If you
invade Persia you will destroy a great
kingdom.") After some initial success he was
forced to fall back under Persian pressure. The
Persians, although outnumbered, led by Cyrus
the Great (559 - 530 BC) then invaded Lydia.
At Thymbra the Persians deployed in a large
square, covering their flanks with chariots and
light cavalry. They energetically repulsed the
Lydian attacks with effective flanking movements, the Lydian army was destroyed, and, of
course, the Lydian kingdom was destroyed in
fulfillment of the oracle's prediction.

The Aequi (458 Be)
Romans: BMS, SAX, 4SD, 4MC, 2BO, 4SK, 2C,
20, 1E. Deploy, K-3. Deploy first.

Aequi: 16MI, 6AX, 12MC, 6SK, 3C, 3D.
Deploy, C-6. Move first.

Game Length: 10 Game-Turns.
Victory: The Romans must hold the line of
eight hexes from hex "G" to hex"J" Inclusive,
by the end of Game-Turn 10.

Historical Notes: In her long climb to power,
Rome encountered the most serious difficulties during the conquest of Italy. Several
other peoples successively challenged Rome
for control of first Latium, then Central Italy
and finally all of Italy. One of these people was
the Aequi, living in the Appenines northeast of
Rome. At one point the Aequi threatened to
take a Roman fortress. A Roman army was
quickly gathered under the command of
Cincinnatus and marched out to defeat the
Aequi. This scenario assumes that the Aequi
were attempting to force a pass in order to
send raiding parties into Roman territory.

Historian's Scenarios
Bubastis (c. 3000 Be)

Upper Egyptians: SMI, 4BO, 4SK, 1A, 1B, 1C,
1F. Deploy, B-6. Deploy first, move first.

Lower Egyptians: 12MI, 2BO, 6SK, 1A, 1B, 2C.
Deploy, E-6.

Game Length: 15 Game-Turns.
Victory: Upper Egyptians must control both
village hexes at the end of Game-Turn 16.

Historical Notes: This scenario depicts a
hypothetical battle between the Upper Egyptians under Menes and the forces of the Lower
Egyptian city of Bubastis during Menes' wars
for the unification of Egypt. Nothing is known
of this war beyond the bare fact that It
occurred, but something akin to this sort of
battle most probably occurred several times, as
the more highly organized Upper Egyptians
spread their control. In this situation, the
village is assumed to be an important road
junction on the route to Bubastis and a
convenient source of supplies.
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Explanation of Combat Results:

COMBAT RESULTS TABLE
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Odds less than 1 to 2 are not permitted; odds
greater than 8 to 1 are treated -as 8 to 1.
Results only affect defending units.
D = disruption; the affected units arel
"tagged" by the placement of an appropriate
Disruption Marker. If result is due to melee
combat, the affected units are retreated their
full Movement Allowance. See Effects of Disruption, and How to retreat.

j

%E =

half-eliminated; one-half of the units
attacked are eliminated (Defender's choice of
units), and the remainder are disrupted (see
Disruption). If there are odd number of units
defending, the majority of units would be
eliminated. Do not count Leader units when
calculating "half" of a stack.
E = fully eliminated; all of the units attacked/
are eliminated; remove from the map.
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EFFECTS OF DISRUPTION. How to Retreat
Units which are disrupted may not Initiate any
combat, nor may they be moved for the
duration of their disruption. Disruption never
affects Leader units (see Leader rules). When
disrupted units (or a stack containing dis~pted
and normal-state units) are attacked by fire or
melee, the Attacker adds "one" to his die roll
number before resolving the attack.
Units may be disrupted during anyone of the
three phases: the Enemy Fire Combat Phase,
the Enemy Melee Combat Phase, or the
Friendly Movement Phase (due to Enemy
defensive fire). At the end of the next SSm6
phase in the next same Player's Turn, the
disrupted units become automatically nondisrupted (returned to normall, and the
disruption marker is removed.
Units which are disrupted again while already
in a disrupted state are eliminated.

Units must retreat when they receive a Disruption result due to melee combat. When retreating, units may not pass through Crest hexsides, or the Front hexes of Enemy Fire units.
They must end their retreat as far away from
any Enemy unit as possible, and must be the
number of hexes of its Movement Allowance
away from its beginning position, i.e., the
unlt(s) may not move through the same hexes
or move in circles, etc. Within these
restrictions, the owning Player always retreats
his own units. Units which may not be
retreated without violating these restrictions
are eliminated (removed from the map). If
Disrupted retreating units pass through other
Friendly units when retreating, these other
Frlendly.units are also disrupted, although they
do not retreat. If disrupted units pass through
already disrupted Friendly units, the units
being passed through do not suffer elimination
due to this second disruption.

To keep track of which units are disrupted and
when they will become undisrupted the
following markers are provided in each Player's
color:
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undisrupt at the end of next
Friendly Movement Phase.
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:: undisrupt at the end of next
Enemy Melee Phase.
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:: undisrupt at the end of next
Enemy Fire Phase.
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IBAT UNIT CAPABILITY CKART
Juld be obvious' that different units will not
ys have the same abilities ("Strength""
:1St all other types of units. As such, it is
, necessary to modify certain units' Melee
bat Strength for the defense when
:ked by other types of units. The attacking
i should be cross-referenced with the type
3fendlng units, and the indicated modlfl.n of Melee Combat Strength for the
~se applied to the affected unit.
:t on unit's Melee Strength for defense
71 attacked:
IOder

Attacker Category

Igory

MS, MI

AX, SO

MC

MI

Normal
Normal

Halved
Normal

Doubled
Halved

SO

All other combats and mixtures of units are
treated as normal. Ignore the presence for
melee combat of any fire units and leader units
when using this chart, including Light Troop
units.
In the case of more than one type of unit
attacking, all benefits are given to the
Attacker. Thus if a stack of two Militia
Spearmen and one Light Troops unit were
being attacked by a Swordsmen unit and a
Medium Cavalry unit, the Melee Strength
values of the Militia Spearmen units only
would be halved in its defense.

RANGE EFFECTS CHART
Normal
Fire Strength at
Fire
Firing Range
Unit Type
Strength
2
1
3
4
Horse Archers
Bowmen
Imp, Bowmen
Light Troops

1
2
2
1

1
2
2
1

%
1
2
%

1

1

As each unit fires, this table is consulted, and
the unit type and firing range are crossreferenced. The resulting number is the unit's
effective Fire Attack Strength at that range.
The dash (- ) indicates that the firing range
reference exceeds the unit's Range Allowarice.
A handy reference to avoid consulting the
chart Is that attacks in the outer half of each
unit's Range Allowance are made at halfstrength.

_ ............. - _ .._.. - , ._-....
offered battle to the Hittites, rather than
t to sit it out behind the walls of
On a raiding expedition, it would
been unlikely that Musilis would have
j880urces or time to attempt a siege. In any
8 major battle seems to have occured not
from Babylon in which the Hittites, using
swifter chariots, iron weapons, and a
, e, regular army overwhelmed the
'Ionian levies. In this situation, the Hittites
decisively defeat the Babylonians to
a siege.
"9'UV"~'"

~
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giddo Armageddon (1469 BC)
tiBns: 12MS, 12AX, 41B, 4SK, 6CH, 4A,
IF. Deploy, C·4. Deploy first, move first.

(ans: 18MI, 6MS, 12AX, 4SK, 4CH, 3B, 1E.
Iloy, E-5.

e Length: 12 Game-Turns.
ory: The Syrians must prevent the
ptians from having any units south of the
am by the end of Game-Turn 12. The
IPtians must control hex A by the end of
ne-Turn 12. If neither condition, is met, or
, the game is a draw.
torical Notes: The greatest Egyptian
narch was Thutmose III (1491 - 1449 BC)
carried Egypt's frontiers as far as the
,hrates River and conquered all of Syria and
3stlne In seventeen campaigns. Around
o BC a number of Egyptian subject
~doms in ~yria revolted, among them the
gdom of Kadesh. In a swift campaign
Jtmose rapidly brought the rebels to battle
\1egiddo (also known as Armageddon) in
'ia. Personally leading one wing of his army,
overthrew the rebels in a flanking attack.
s is the first battle in recorded history.

desh (1294 BC)
'ptians: (a) 4MI" 6MS, 6AX, 41B, 2A, 2B.
)Ioy, P-3. (b)2MI, 3MS, 3AX, 21B, 5CH, 2A,
Deploy, E-4. (c) 2MI, 3MS, 3AX, 21B, 5CH,
lC, 10, Deploy, A-5.

fi,:;;;-PI;;:;

ma'psheet on 'the 'A"v;ia~'
T~r~'.·'--'2Cr:'1:rarilOi.-.a-r;;:t=:':~":"!"""m
ov-.~"""'-Cimmerians: 8MI, 8AX,4BO,4SK, 3C, 2D, lE.
JUdssns.· 10MI, 10MS, lOA><, lOBO 4SK
4CH, 3e, 3D, lE. Deploy, H-6 and/or'I-6. '
Deploy, E-3. Deploy first, Move first.
Game Length.' 15 Game-Turns.
Game Length.' 10 Game-Turns.
Victory: Control of hex "E" by the end of
Vi~tory.· The Egyptians must get 15 non-leader
units, or more, off the mapsheet within five
Game-Turn 15.
hexes of the Southwest corner by the end of
Historical Notes.' The Cimmerians, an IndoGame-Turn 10.
European people, invaded AnatoHa from the
H
Caucasus in the early First Millenium BC.
istorical Notes.' Nech II (610 - 595 BC), one of
Sometime before 700 BC their presence began
the last notable Pharaohs, revived Egyptian
.
power long enough to undertake a campaign
to concern the ASSYrians. In 706 BC Sargon II
in Palestine after the fall of the Assyrian
of Assyria (722 - 705 BC) led a punitive
Empire. At Armageddon, a favorite battlefield
expedition against the Cimmerians in the
of the times, he met and defeated the forces of
the Hebrew Kingdom of Judah. In this
region of Tabal as depicted in this scenario.
.
h J
Although records for the battle are very sparse
scenariO, t e udeans are attempting to
this scenario is nevertheless historical.
prevent the Egyptians from advancing through
some hills into their fertile fields.

Charchemish (608 BC)
Egyptians.' 6MI, 6MS, 10AX, 4HA, 81B, 4SK,
lOCH, 4A, 2B, 2C, 10. Deploy, enter on the
East side of the map sheet on Game-Turn 1.
Move first.
Babylonians: 8MS, SAX, SMC, 4BO, 41B,
lOCH, 3B, 3C, 20. Deploy, 0 -5. Deploy first,
move second.
Game Length.' 6 Game-Turns.

Victory: Control of hex "A" by the end of
Game-Turn 6.
Historical Notes.' Just a year after Necho's
Egyptians had overthrown' the Judeans at
Armageddon they came up against the rising
Neo-Babylonian Empire at Charchemish in
northern Syria. Nebuchadnezzar, son of Nabopolassar (625 - 605 BC) of Babylon defeated
the Egyptians, who were allied with the
remnants of the once-mighty Assyrian armies,
and ended centuries of Egyptian influence and
control in the area.

Thymbra (546 BC)
Persians.' 6MS, 6AX, 6SD, SHA, 41B, lOCH,
2C, 20, IF. Deploy, F-5. Deploy first, move
first.

Lake RegiIJus (c. 496 BC)
Romans.' 16MI, 9MS, 6AX, 4SD, 3MC, SSK,
lC, 3D, lE, IF. Deploy, 0-5. Deploy first, move
first.

Etruscans.' 12MI, l2MS, SAX, 4SD, l2MC, 4C,
20, 1E.

Deploy, C-5.

Game Length.' 15 Game-Turns.
Victory.' The Etruscans must get 20 or more
non-leader units off the south edge of the
mapsheet by the end of Game-Turn 15.

Historical Notes.' According to legend Rome
overthrew Etruscan domination in 509 BC and
confirmed this in a great battle near Lake
Regillus, at which the Romans defeated their
former overlords. As the legend had it,' the
gods Castor and Pollux fought alongside the
Romans that day and are here represented by
the "F" level leadership counter. Historically,
some such encounter seems to have actually
taken place. The outcome seems to have been
very different, however, for there Is considerable evidence that there were Etruscan rulers
in Rome even after 496 BC. In this scenario
the Romans must attempt to prevent the
Etruscans from cutting their line of retreat.

Terrein Type

Movement
Point IM.P.I
cost to
enter hex

Fire
Protection
Strength

Other Effects
Effect on Melee
Combet Strengths

Effect on Fire
Combet Stre'1gths

Clear hex

1 M.P.

2

None

None

Village hex

1 M.P.

4

Defender doubles
Melee Strength
when In Village hex

Village hexes
only fired Into
from adjacent hexes

Woods hex

2M.P.

3

None

88me as Village hexes

Stream hex

2M.P.

Attacking end defending
units In Stream hexes
are halved

fire prohibited
from Stream hexes

Slope hex

2 M .P.

888 Melee

see ,Fire
Combat, Ca88 H.

Crest hex-sides

no additional
M.P. cost

TERRAIN EFFECTS

3

Combat, Ca88 N

Chariots may not move
through Crest hex-sides

Units may not
fire through
Crest hex-sides
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Turn Record

tHE SCENARIOS
The Basic Scenario ROME (753 BC)

Romans: 9MI, SMS, 3AX, 4SK. Deploy, 0-3.

S&T nr. 34, published September, 19n

Deploy first, move first.

Copyright 0 1972. SirrnJJlllions Pilbliclllions /IIC., New York. Printedin U.S.A.

Sabines: SMS, 7AX,2BO Deploy, H-3.
Game Length: 10 Game-Turns.
Victory: Control of area "0" by the end of
Game-Turn 10.

Special Rules:

Historical Notes: Ramses II of Egypt (1299 -

(bl Players may ignore' the leader rules; all
units may freely move their full Movement
Allowance.

Historic81 Notes: Rome was traditionally
founded by a band of rude farm boys, cutthroats, shepherds and other such undesirables. In fact, they were so undesirable that no
one would marry them. Romulus, (753-71S
BC according to legend), thei r king, therefore
engineered a massive kidnapping expedition
known to history as "The Rape of the Sabine
Women." Not without reason the Sabine men
objected and a war ensued, supposedly ended
by the intervention of the erstwhile Sabine,
now Roman, women who pointed out that
whoever won they would lose, either their
fathers and brothers or their new-found
" husbands." This scenario is purely conjectured and is designed primarily to introduce the
techniques of play and to allow us to write
some interesting historical notes.

Game Player 's Scenarios
The Delta (c .

1675

BC)

Egypt began during the Seventeenth Century
BC. Bringing horses and chariots with them,
the HykSOS managed to overwhelm less mobile
Egyptian forces time after 1ime. This scenario
illustrates a hypothetical battle fought between
the Hyksos and rebellious Egyptians somewhere in the Delta region on the edge of the
desert. The Hyksos army is attempting to
capture the oasis before nightfall, after a long
desert march.

(1595

Babylon

BC)

DeplCJl(, P-4. Deploy first, move first.

Babylonians: 'SMI, 4MS, 4AX, 4MC, 4BO,
8CH, 3A, 10. Deploy, l -5.

Game Length: '5 Game-Turns.
Victory: The Hillites must eliminate twice as
many Babylonian units as they themselves lose
by the end of Game - Turn 15, with a minimum
of twelve Babylonian units being eliminated.

Special Rules: Babylonian chariots have a
MovementAllowanceof6. Hittite chariots have
a Movement Allowance of '0.
Historical Notes: In '595 BC Musilis I of Hatti
(1S20-159O BC) raided into Syria and
Mesopotamia, sacking A leppo, Mari and
Babylon itself. Just as swiftly as he had come,
he then turned around and returned, home,
leaving Babylon a powerless city. From the
swiftness of his conquest is seems likely that
the King of Babylon, Samsu-detana, did
something foolish. SamSU-detana (1625 - 1595
BC) offered battle to the Hittites, rather than
attempt to sit it out behind the walls of
Babylon. On a raiding expedition, it would
have been unlikely that Musilis would have
the resources or time to attempt a siege. In any
case a major battle seems to have occured not
far from Babylon in whic h the Hillites, using
newer, swifter chariots, iron weapons, and a
cohesive, legular army overwhelmed the
Babylonian levies. In this situation, the Hittites
must decisively defeat the Babylonians to
avoid a siege.
Megiddo

Armageddon (1469 BC)

Egyptians: 12MS, 12AX, 41B, 4SK, SCH, 4A,
2B, 1F. Deploy, C-4. Deploy first, move first.

Syrians: 18MI, SMS, ,2AX, 4SK, 4CH, 3B, IE.
Deploy, E-5.
Game Length: 12 Game-Turns.
Victory: The Syrians must prevent

the
Egyptians from having any units south of the
stream by the end of Game-Turn 12. The
Egyptians must control hex A by the end of
Game-Turn 12. If neither condition. is met, or
both, the game is a draw.

Historical

Notes: The

greatest Egyptian
monarch was Thutmose III (1491 - 1449 BC)
He carried Egypt's fronliers as far as the
Euphrates River and conquered all of Syria and
Palestine in seventeen campaigns. Around
1470 BC a number of Egyptian subject
kingdoms in Syria revolted, among them the
Kingdom of Kadesh. In a swift campaign
Thutmose rapidly brought the rebels to battle
at Megiddo (also known as Armageddon) in
Syria. Personally leading one wing of his army,
he overthrew the rebels in a flanking attack.
This is the first battle in recorded history.
Kadesh
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Results only affect defending units.

D = disruption; the affected units are
"lagged" by the placement of an appropriate
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Odds less than 1 to 2 are not permitted; odds
greater than 8 to 1 are trealed as 8 to 1.

Disruption Marker. If result is due to melee
combat, the affected units are retreated their
full Movement Allowance. See Effects of Disruption, and How to retreat.
= half-eliminated; one-half of the units
attacked are eliminated (Defender's choice of
units), and the remainder are disrupted (see
DisruptionL If there are odd number of units
defending, the majority of units would be
eliminated. Do not count Leader units when
calculating "half" of a stack_

Units may be disrupted during anyone of the
three phases: the Enemy Fire Combat Phase,
the Enemy Melee Combat Phase, or the
Friendly Movement Phase {due to Enemy
defensive fireL At the end of the next same
phase in the next same Player's Turn, the
disrupted units become automatically nondisrupted (returned to normal), and the
disruption marker is removed.

E = fully eliminated; all of the units attacked
are eliminated; remove from the map.

Units which are disrupted again while already
in a disrupted state are eliminated.

"'h E

undisrupt at the end of next
Friendly Movement Ph~lse .

undisrupt at the end of next
Enemy Melee Phase.

undisrupt at the end of next
Enemy Fire Phase.

It should be obvious' that different units will not
a~ays have the same abilities ("Strength")
against all other types of units. As such, it is
often necessary to modify certain units' Melee
Combat Strength for the defense when
attacked by other types of units. The attacking
units should be cross-referenced with the type
of defending units, and the indicated modification of Melee Combat Strength for the
defense applied to the affected unit.
Effect on unit's Melee Strength for defense
when attacked:
Defender
Category

Attacker Category
MS, MI

AX, SO

Me

MS, MI

Normal
Normal

Halved
Normal

Doubled

AX,SD

Hal ved

All other combats and mixtures of units are
treated as normal. Ignore the presence for
melee combat of any fire units and leader units
when using this chart, including light Troop
units.
In the case of more than one type of unit
attacking, all benefits are given to the
Attacker. Thus if a stack of two Militia
Spearmen and one light Troops unit were
being attacked by a Swordsmen unit and a
Medium Cavalry unit, the Melee Strength
values of the Militia Spearmen units only
would be halved in its defense.

,

Light Tr oops

,

,

, ,
~

As each unit fires, this table is consulted, and
the unit type and firing range are crossreferenced. The resulting number is the unit's
effective Fire Attack Strength at that range.
The dash ( - ) indicates that the firing range
reference exceeds the unit's Range Allowance_
A handy reference to avoid consulting the
chart is that attacks in the outer half of each
unit's Range Allowance are made at halfstrength.

~
("\ry

Q;
@
~

Historical Notes: Croesus of Lydia 1560- 540
BC), with some help, invaded Persia in
response to an ambiguous oracle ("If you
invade Persia you will destroy a great
kingdom.") After some initial success he was
forced to fall back under Persian pressure. The
Persians, although outnumbered, led by Cyrus
the Great (559 - 530 BC) then invaded Lydia.
At Thymbra the Persians deployed in a large
SQuare, covering their flanks with chariots and
light cavalry. They energetically repulsed the
Lydian attacks with effective flanking movements, the Lydian army was destroyed, and, of
course, the Lydi8n kingdom was destroyed in
fulfillment of t he oracle's prediction.

The Aequi

(458 BC)

Aequi: 16MI, 6AX, 12MC, 6SK, 3C, 3D.
Deploy, CoS. Move first.

Game Length: 10 Game-Turns.
Victory: The Romans must hold the line of
eight hexes from hex " G" to hex" J " inclusive,
by the end of Game-Turn 10.

Historical Notes: In her long climb to power,
Rome encountered the most serious difficulties during the conquest of Italy. Several
other peoples successively challenged Rome
for control of first Latium, then Central Italy
and finally all of Italy. One of these people was
the Aequi, living in the Appenines northeast of
Rome. At one point the Aequi threatened to
take a Roman fortress. A Roman army was
quickly gathered under the command of
Cincinnatus and marched out to defeat the
Aequi. This scena rio assumes that the Aequi
were attempting to force a pass in order to
send raiding parties into Roman territory.

Historian's Scenarios

Qarqar (854 BC)

Assyriims: 12MS, 4AX, 250, SHA, 31B, lOCH,
3D, 2E. Deploy, C-3. Deploy first, move first.
Allies: 14MI, 6MS, lOAX, 6BD, 6SK, lOCH, 5C,
Game Length: 15 Game-Turns.
Victory: Control of hex "E" by the end of
GAme-Turn 15.

Historical Notes: With the threat of imminent
conquest by the Assyrians staring them in the
face, the Kingdoms of Israel, Ammon, and
Damascus put aside their petty differences and
joined together to oppose a strong Assyrian
army which had begun the conquest of Syria.
At QarQar the Allied forces met the Assyrians
and were overwhelmed; but troubles had
sprung up in other parts of the Assyrian Empire
and the Assyrians, rather than complete the
conquest of Syria and Palestine, marched
home. They did not finally subdue all of Syria
and Palestine until nearly a century later,
although they had large parts within five years.
Tabal (706 BC)
Assyrians; 6MS. 4AX, 2SD, 4HA, 21B, 4CH,
40, 2E, IF. Deploy, Enter on South edge of the
mapsheet on the Assyrian first Player-Turn.

Cimmerians: SMI, SAX,4BO,4SK, 3C, 20, lE.
Deploy, E-3. Deploy first, Move first.

Game Length: 15 Game-Turns.
Victory: Control of hex "E" by the end of
Game-Turn 15.

Historical Notes: The Cimmerians, an IndoEuropean people, invaded Anatolia from the
Caucasus in the early First Millenium BC.
Sometime before 700 BC their presence began
to concern the Assyrians. In 706 BC Sargon II
of Assyria 1722 - 705 BC) led a punitive
expedition against the Cimmerians in the
region of Tabal as depicted in this scenario.
Although records for the battle are very sparse
this scenario is nevertheless historical.

Bubastis (c. 3000 BCl

Upper Egyptians: SMI, 4BO, 4SK, lA, lB, 'C,
1F. Deploy, B-6. Deploy first, move first.

Lower Egyptians: 12MI, 2BO, 6SK, lA, lB, 2C.
Deploy, E-6.

Game Length: 15 Game-Turns.
Victory: Upper Egyptians must control both
vi llage hexes at the end of Game-Turn

Armageddon (609 BC)

Egyptians: 12MS, l2AX, 81B, 6SK, lOCH, 3B,
20. Deploy, E-5. Deploy first, move first .
Judeans: lOMI, lOMS, 10AX, lOBO, 4SK,
4CH, 3C, 3D, IE. Deploy, H-S and/ or I-S.

Game Length: 10 Game-T urns.
Victory: The Egyptians must get 15 non-leader
units, or more, off the mapsheet within five
hexes of the Southwest corner by the end of
Game-Turn 10.

Historical Notes: Nech II (SI0 - 595 BCI, one of
the last notable Pharaohs, revived Egyptian
power long enough to undertake a campaign
in Palestine after the fall of the Assyrian
Empire. At Armageddon. a favorite battlefield
of the times, he met and defeated the forces of
the Hebrew Kingdom of Judah. In this
scenario, the Judeans are attempting to
prevent the Egyptians from advancing through
some hills into their fertile fields.

Charchemish (608 BC)

Egyptians: SMI, 6MS, 10AX, 4HA, SIB, 4SK,
lOCH, 4A, 2B, 2C, 10. Deploy, enter On the
East side of the map sheet on Game-Turn 1.
Move first.

Babylonians: SMS, 8AX, 8MC, 4BO, 41B,

Lake Regillus (c . 496

BC)

Romans: 16MI, 9MS, SAX, 4SD, 3MC, 8SK,
lC, 3D, IE, IF_ Deploy, 0-5. Deploy first, move
first.

Etruscans: 12MI, 12MS, SAX, 450, 12MC, 4C,

lOCH, 3B, 3C, 20. Deploy, D-5. Deploy first,
move second.

20, 1E.

Game Length: 6 Game-Turns.

Game Length: 15 Game-Turns.

Victory: Control of hex "A" by the end of
Game-Turn 6.

Victory: The Etruscans must get 20 or more
non-leader units off the south edge of the
mapsheet by the end of Game-Turn 15.

Historical Notes: Just a year after Necho' s
Egyptians had overthrown the Judeans at
Armageddon they came up against the rising
Neo-Babylonian Empire at Charchemish in
northern Syria. Nebuchadneuar, son of Nabopolassar (625 - 605 BC) of Babylon defeated
the Egyptians, who were allied with the
remnants of the once -mighty Assyrian armies,
and ended centuries of Egyptian influence and
control in the area.
Thymbra (546 BC)

PersielnS: 6MS, SAX, 650, SHA, 41B, lOCH,
2C, 20, 1F. Deploy, F-5. Deploy first, move
first.

Deploy, C-5.

Historical Notes: According to legend Rome
overthrew Etruscan domination in 509 BC and
confirmed this in a great baltle near lake
Regillus, at which the Romans defeated their
former overlords. As the legend had it, the
gods Castor and Pollux fought alongside the
Romans that day and are here represented by
the "F" level leadership counter. Historica!1y,
some such encounter seems to have actually
taken place. The outcome seems to have been
very different, however, for the re is considerable evidence that there were Etruscan rulers
in Rome even after 496 BC. In this scenario
the Romans must attempt to prevent the
Etruscans from cu tting their line of retreat.

Orher Effects
Effect on Melee
CombtJt StrMgths

Effecr on Fire
Combat Strengths

I M.P.

,

N~.

None

Village hex

1 M.P.

,

Defender doobles
Melee Strength
when in Village hex

Village hexes
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from adjacent he~es
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units in Stream hexes
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see Fire
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Ihroogh Crest hex-sides
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Clear

he~

15.

Historical Notes: This scenario depicts a
hypothetical battle between the Upper Egyptians under Menes and the forces of the lower
Egyptian city of Bubastis during Menes' wars
for the unification of Egypt. Nothing is known
of this war beyond the bare fact that it
occurred, but something akin to this sort of
battle most probably occurred several times, as
the more highly organized Upper Egyptians
spread their control. In this situation, the
village is assumed to be an important road
junction on the route to Bubastis and a
convenient source of supplies.

Fire
Protection
Strength

Terr8in Type

0

the
Persians from having any units south of the
stream, and must control hex "E" by the end
of Game-Turn 20. The Persians must control
hexes "A" and "E" by the end of Game-Turn
20. If neither condition prevails, the result is a
draw.

Movement
Point IM.P.l
cost to
enter hex

TERRAIN EFFECTS

RANGE EFFECTS CHART
Normal
Fire Strength at
Fire
Firing Range
Unit Type
Strength
4
2
3
Ho r se Archers
~
Bowmen
2
2
Imp. Bowmen 2
2
2

Game Length: 12 Game-Turns.
Victory: Control of hex " E" by the end of

(1294 BC)

Egyptians: lal 4MI, 6MS, 6AX, 41B, 2A, 2B.
Deploy, P-3. Ib) 2M!, 3MS, 3AX, 21B, 5CH, 2A,
IF. Deploy, E-4. (e) 2MI, 3MS, 3AX, 21B, 5CH,
lB, lC, 10, Deploy, A-5.

COMB AT UNIT CAPABILITY CHART

"Sea Peoples": 8MS, 4AX, 250, 2BD, 4SK,
3C, 2D, IE. Deploy, C-3, Deploy first, move
first.

3D. Deploy, 0 -3.

Hillites: 10MS, SAX, 480, 4SK, lOCH, 3C, 20.

To keep track of which units are disrupted and
when they will become undisrupted the
following markers are provided in each Player's
color:

Egyptians:6MI, 4MS, 4AX, 41B, 2SK, 6CH, 4A,
3B, lC. Deploy, A-3.

of Indo-European origin~ made several
descents on Egypt during the latter portiOn of
the Thirteenth Century BC but were successfully kept at bay by Pharaoh Ramses II and his
son Merneptah (1224 - 1214 BC). A major
battle was fought by Merneptah on the coast
of the Sinai during which the "Sea People"
were defeated in an attempt to invade Egypt
from Palestine. Historically, the Philistines, and
perhaps Homer's Achaeans, were "Sea
Peoples." In this scenario the two armies are
contending for control of a vital oasis.

Historical Notes: The Hyksos domination of

Game Length: 20 Game-Turns.
Victory: The Lydians must prevent

20, lE. Deploy, K-3. Deploy first.

1225 BC)

Deploy, G5 and / or J -S.

Victory: Control of hex "K" by the end of
Game-Turn 10.

Units must retreat when they receive a Disruption result due to melee combat. When retreating, units may not pass through Crest hexsides, or the Front hexes of Enemy Fire units.
They must end their retreat as far away from
any Enemy unit as possible, and must be the
number of hexes of its Movement Allowance
away from its beginning position, i.e., the
unit(s) may not move through the same hexes
or move in circles, etc. Within these
restrictions, the owning Player always retreats
his own units. Units which may not be
retreated without violating these restrictions
are eliminated (removed from the map). If
Disrupted retreating units pass through other
Friendly units when retreating, these other
Friendly units are also disrupted, although they
do not retreat. If disrupted units pass through
already disrupted Friendly units, the units
being passed through do not suffer elimination
due to this second disruption.

Sinai (c.

Game-Turn 12.

Game Length: 10 Game-Turns.

Lydians: 12MS, 12AX, SSD, 2MC, 4BO, 4SK,
4CH, 3D, lEo Deploy, C-8.

Romans: SMS, SAX, 4SD, 4MC, 2BO, 4SK, 2C,

Historical Notes: The "Sea Peoples," probably

IE: Deploy, p'-4. Deploy first, move first.

EFFECTS OF DISRUPTION. How to Retreat
Units which are disrupted may not initiate any
combat, nor may they be moved for the
duration of their disruption. Disruption never
affects Leader units (see Leader rules). When
disrupted units (or a stack containing disrupted
and normal-state units) are attacked by fire or
melee, the Attacke r adds "one" to his die roll
number before resolving the attack.

1224 BC) made several attempts to conquer
Syria. In one of these he was surplised near
the city of Kadesh by an army of about 20,000
Hittites under King Metella (1306 - 1282 BC).
The Egyptian army, also of about 20,000 men,
was strung out considerably, and Ihe two
leading divisions were hard pressed when,
primarily as a resu lt of good luck, some
additional Egyptian troops came up and some
Syrian allied troops as well. The battle ended in
a draw, but Ramses managed to convince
Egypt that he'd won a smashing victory and
put up monuments telling of his heroic deeds.
This is one of the very few battles for which we
have any information and the scenario more or
less follows what we know rather closely.

Egyptians: ISMI, SAX, 61B, 4SK, 2A, 2B, 10:
Hyksos: 6MI, SMS, 12AX, 2BO, lOCH, 3C, 20,

Exp lanation of Combat Results:

Game Length: 15 Game-Turns.
Victory: The Hittites must destroy 25 or more
Egyptian units, while losing 15 or fewer of their
own, by the end of Game-Turn 15.

(a) Players should ignore all slope hexes and
crest hexsides on the mapsheet.

COMBAT RESULTS TABLE
Combat Odds (Attacker to Defender)

Hittites: 12MS, 12AX, 4BO, 41B, 6SK, l OCH,
3C,3D, lE. Deploy, may enter on any GameTurn, with any part of their force beginning
with their first Player-Turn, from the West,
North or East edge of the map sheet and may
continue to bring on the remaining force (if
any) on subsequent Game-Turns. Move first.
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